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RANDOM PERTURBATIONS OF REACTION-DIFFUSION
EQUATIONS: THE QUASI-DETERMINISTIC APPROXIMATION

MARK I. FREIDLIN

ABSTRACT. Random fields ue(t,x) = (u\(t,x),... ,uen(t,x)), defined as the

solutions of a system of the PDE

due.
-^ = Lku% + h(x;u\,...,v?n) + ee.k(t,x)

are considered. Here L/t are second-order linear elliptic operators, ç/t are Gaus-

sian white-noise fields, independent for different k, and e is a small parameter.

The most attention is given to the problem of determining the behavior of the

invariant measure /x£ of the Markov process u\ = (u\(t,-),... ,u^(t,-)) in the

space of continuous functions as e —► 0, and also of describing transitions of

Uj between stable stationary solutions of nonperturbed systems of PDE. The

behavior of p7 and the transitions are defined by large deviations for the field

u€(t,x).

1. Introduction. By reaction-diffusion equations (RDE) we mean an equation

or systems of differential equations of the form

dlllrit    Xl
(1.1) —-^—L = DhAuk + fk(x,ui,...,un),        k = l,...,n; n > 1.

In place of the operator DkA, the equations may involve second-order elliptic op-

erators of general form. To single out a unique solution of system (1.1) one should

assign initial conditions

(1.2) ufc(0,x) = 9fc(x),        k = l,...,n,

and also, if it is necessary, boundary conditions. Everywhere but §5 we will restrict

ourselves to the case where x runs over the unit circle S1. In this case no boundary

conditions should be supplemented, and under minor extra conditions on the func-

tions fk and gk, problems (1.1)-(1.2) have a unique solution defined for all t > 0.

System (1.1) may be looked upon as a dynamical system in the space of functions

on S1, or to be more exact, as a semiflow since equation (1.1) cannot be, generally

speaking, solved backward for t < 0.

As is usual in dynamical systems theory, the most important problem is to study

final, (as t —► oo) behavior of trajectories. For i->oo solutions of system (1.1) may,

for example, converge to the stationary solution of system (1.1) or to the solution

periodic in i. The latter may be space homogeneous, that is independent of x,

or may be of running wave nature. Of course, more complicated types of limiting

behavior are also possible.

Suppose that the diffusion coefficients and nonlinear terms of system (1.1) are

subject to random perturbations. Then the solution of RDE is a random field. This
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field depends on the random perturbations in a complicated nonlinear way, and the

problem of evaluating statistical characteristics of the solution through statistical

characteristics of the perturbations is quite involved. It is asymptotic methods that

hope is connected with. If perturbations are small in one sense or another, then a

small parameter can be introduced in the problem and one can make an attempt

to compute the leading terms of the asymptotics as the parameter tends to zero.

Random perturbations may be involved in RDE system in various ways. This is

certain to depend on the physical nature of the noise.

The case of additive noise is in a sense the simplest one. The perturbed equations

are as follows:

(1.3)    du&> *) = DkAu% + fk(x, u\ ,...,<) + g&ft, x),

k = l,...,n, x e S1.

Another case includes oscillating perturbations:

(1.4) ^^ = DkAu% + fk(x,Ui,...,u%,çk(^,x^y

It is also of interest to examine noise in boundary conditions:

= DkAu% + fk(x,u\,...,uen),        t>0,x(ED,MM _

(1.5)
dt

= enk(t,x),_*
dn x€dD

where D is a bounded region in Rr with a smooth boundary dD, n(x) being the

outer normal vector. In (1.3), (1.4) and (1.5) we denoted by £*;(£, x), &(i,x) and

77fc(i,x) random fields with given statistical characteristics.

Of course, (1.3), (1.4) and (1.5) do not exhaust all the variety of problems on

random perturbations.

If one considers the behavior of RDE on finite time intervals, then in a number

of cases it is possible to find a first approximation, i.e. a nonrandom system of RDE

whose solution is equal to the limit of the solutions of the perturbed system as the

perturbations tend to zero, and to obtain a description of small random deviations

from the first approximation.

Calculation of the first approximation and description of small deviations are

usually results of type of the Law of Large Numbers and the Central Limit Theorem.

We note by the way that the perturbed system should be considered as primary

and even the problem of calculating the first approximation is not always trivial. In

particular the perturbations may be involved in such a way that the system of the

first approximation will be integrodifferential or have nonlinear diffusion coefficients

(while the prelimit system had constant diffusion coefficients). As to systems (1.3),

(1.4) and (1.5), their first approximation is rather simple. In particular, for problem

(1.3), (1.2) the first approximation is the solution of system (1.1), (1-2).

It is final behavior of solutions that is affected by small random perturbations in

the most essential way. Small perturbations may become of prime importance in
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large time intervals. Under certain natural hypotheses on nonlinear terms and on

the nature of random perturbations, the random process itf = ue(t, ■) with values

in the functional space has a unique stationary distribution pe which is a limit one

as í —► oo.

This stationary distribution is unique even if the first approximation system has

several stable limiting behaviors, for example, several stable stationary solutions.

In the latter case the convergence to the limit distribution is quite slow. This

convergence is defined by how much time it takes the solution of the perturbed sys-

tem to go over from the neighborhood of one stable stationary behavior of the first

approximation system to another. Nonperturbed systems have no such transitions.

These transitions are due to random perturbations and are described by the limit

theorems for probabilities of large deviations.

In the case of general position, for small e, long-time behavior of the perturbed

system is controlled by a number of actually nonrandom laws. For example, one

of stable behaviors will be the "most stable". This means that while the intensity

of the perturbations tends to zero, with probability approaching 1, the time which

the solution spends in the neighborhood of this behavior is much larger than the

time spent outside of his neighborhood. The invariant measure p£ is concentrated

near this "most stable" behavior as e I 0.

The order of the transitions between the stable behaviors also turns out to be

nonrandom: for every such behavior A there is another unique (in the case of

general position) behavior B = B(A) such that with probability approaching 1 as

the perturbations tend to zero, after leaving A the system goes over to the behavior

B. The time of expectation of such a transition is a random value. However the

principal term of its logarithmic asymptotics is not random. There are a number

of other nonrandom features. Therefore one can speak of a quasi-deterministic

approximation for describing long-time behavior of RDE affected by small random

perturbations.

This paper deals with a quasi-deterministic approximation for RDE systems

under small random perturbations. The bulk of the attention is given to the case of

additive perturbations. Systems (1.4) and (1.5) are considered briefly. We observe

that in the small deviations from the first approximation system the principal term

as a rule coincides with that in the deviations of the system which is linearized with

respect to perturbations near the first approximation. Hence the problems on small

deviations in essence reduce to considering perturbed systems of type (1.3) with

additive noise. In the domain of large deviations the equation with the right-hand

side dependent on the noise in a nonlinear way does not reduce to a problem of

type (1.3).

The construction employed in this paper and its results are close to those we

deal with when describing random perturbations of finite-dimensional dynamical

systems [6, 15]. Infinite dimensionality involves certain supplementary difficulties,

but on the other hand it supplies a variety of problems and leads to some new effects.

The paper of Faris and Jona-Lasinio [4] considers additive random perturbations of

the one-dimensional nonlinear heat equation and discusses some physical questions

behind such mathematical problems. Some of the results of this paper were given

in the talk in the conference devoted to the 850-year anniversary of Maimonides [7]

and in the First World Bernoulli Congress [8].
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2. Additive Gaussian perturbations: Linear case. In this section we

begin with the perturbed systems of the form

(2.1) ^^-Dk^+ /*(«,!«,...,<) + «&(*,«).

uk(0,x) = gk(x), t>0, xGS1, k=l,...,n.

As perturbations, here we have Gaussian fields &(£, x), k = 1,..., n, which have

independent values for different t. In this case the solution u£ (x) = (u\(t, x),...,

u^(t, x)) of problem (2.1) is a Markov process in the space of functions on the circle

S1. The main attention is given to the case in which ft(f,x) is the "white noise"

field; that is, fk(i,x) = d2çk(t,x)/dtdx where ck(t,x) are the Brownian sheets

independent for different k. We recall that the Brownian sheet is a Gaussian field

c(t,x), t > 0, x > 0, for which Eç(t,x) = 0, Ec(s,x)ç(t,y) = (sAt)(xAy). With

probability 1 realizations of such a field are Holder continuous, but not differentiable

(see [14]). Therefore, ft = d2Çk/dtdx are generalized fields and equation (2.1)

should be considered as a system of stochastic partial differential equations.

There are results of type of existence and uniqueness theorems at least for the

equations close to (1) [13, 14]. Below we will recall them briefly, since we need not

only the results themselves but also the constructions employed for proving them.

So, let ft(i, x) = d2Çkit,x)/dtdx, where ft(i, x) are independent Brownian

sheets. Suppose that the functions fk{x,u), x 6 S1, u G Rn, are Lipschitz contin-

uous, Dk > 0 and let ¡?jt(x) be continuous functions on S1.

By a generalized solution of problem (2.1) we mean a measurable function

u(t, x) = (ui(t, x),..., un(t, x)) for which with probability 1

/   u£k(t, x)(p(x) dx - /   gk(x)ip(x)dx
Js1 Js1

(2.2) = /   /  [uek(s,x)Dk<p"(x)-fk(x,uE(s,x))v(x)]dsdx
Jo Js1

+ e       <p'(x)Çk(t,x)dx,        t > 0,
Jsi

for any <p G Cgi, k = 1,... ,n.
To construct the generalized solution of problem (2.1) and examine its properties,

we first consider the linear equation

Here ç is a Brownian sheet, e, D, ot> 0. The generalized solution of problem (2.3)

is defined by identity (2.2) which in the case under consideration has the form

/   ve(t,x)ip(x)dx =   /    /   ve(s,x)(<p"(x) - a<p(x))dsdx
(2.4) ^sl °    sl

+ e i   <p'(x)ç(t,x)dx,        t>0, ¡peCgl.
Js*

From [14] it follows that problem (2.3) has a unique generalized solution v£(t,x).

This solution is a Gaussian field whose realizations are Holder continuous of expo-

nent 1/4 — 6, 6 > 0. The mean value of this field is zero and the correlation function
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IS

Ev£(s, x)ve(s + t,y) = e2B(s, x,s + t, y)

(2"5) = £ £ T- cosfc(x - y^e~Xkt - e-Xkis+%

where Xk = Dk2 + a, k = 0,..., n, are the eigenvalues of the operator Lh =

Dh(x) - ah(x) on S1. The normed eigenfunctions corresponding to the eigenvalue

Xk are 7r-1/2cosfcx and 7r-1/2sinA;x. The realization of the field ve(t,x) also can

be represented as the series:

oo

(2.6) v£ (t,x) = -^=Aq (t) + -^=y (Afc (t) sin kx + Bk (t) cos kx).
N/27T 0^

In (2.6), Afc(t) and Bfc(£) are independent Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes, i.e. Gauss-

ian processes with EAk(t) = EBk(t) — 0 and

EAk(s)Ak(s + t) = EBk(s)Bk(s + t) = ^-[e"Akt - e-A*(t+3)].

The processes Ak(t) and Bk(t) obey the stochastic differential equations

dAk(t) = dWk(t) - XkAk(t)dt,

dBk(t) = dWk(t) - XkBk(t)dt,

where Wk(t) and W'fc(i) are independent Wiener processes.

Equation (2.3) can be considered with an arbitrary initial condition g 6 Cgi (R1)

m       ^__D*A._av,+£7tL,    <(0,I) = 9W.

The generalized solution of problem (2.7) can be represented as veg —vs + hg, where

ve (t, x) is the solution of problem (2.3) and hg is the solution of the problem without

perturbations:

(2.8) ?h = DÇh-ahg,        Mo, x) = g(x).

If Vg(t, ■) = Vf is looked upon as a random process defined for t > 0 with values

in Cs^(R1), then the properties of c(t,x) together with the fact that the solution

of problem (2.7) is unique, imply that this process is Markovian. It is termed the

Ornstein-Uhlenbeck generalized process.

We dwell on some properties of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck generalized process

which will be used in the sequel. First of all these are the results on the sta-

tionary distribution of the process v\ in Cs(R1)- It is well known that either of

the one-dimensional Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes Ak(t) and Bk(t) has a unique

stationary distribution which is the limit one for these processes as t —► oo. This

stationary distribution is mean zero Gaussian one with the variance 1/2Afc. The

larger the number k, the faster the convergence of the processes Afc(i) and Bk(t)

to their limit distribution. Hence, taking into account representation (2.6) for the

process v%, it is not hard to deduce that irf has a unique stationary distribution

which is a limit one for ir-f as t —► oo. It is convenient to have the exact result in

the form of the lemma.
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LEMMA 1. The Markov process vf in the state space Cs^R1) has a unique

stationary distribution p£ = pea, which is a mean zero Gaussian one with the cor-

relation function

e2   °°   1
B(x,y) = —J2~-cosk(x-y);        x^eS1,

(2.8) 2tt ^ Xk

Xk = Dk2 + a.

For any bounded continuous functional F(v), v € C51 (R1), and any initial func-

tion geCs^R1)

(2.9) limEgF(v£t)=[     F(v)dp£.

Close results are available (see, e.g. Soren Kier Christensen [3] which contains

references to previous works), so we will not give a detailed proof.

COROLLARY. Denote NT = C^^xS^R1), T > 0, and consider in Nt a

Markov process Vte = {v£(s,x), s £ [t — T,t], x G S1} with the convention

v(t — T,x) = vq(Q, x) for t < T. Therefore, the segment of the trajectory of the

process v£a for s € [r — T, t] serves as the state of the process V£ at time t. By

Lemma 1 the process V£ in Nt has a unique stationary distribution p£ — ßj.. If 7

is a continuous bounded functional on Nt, then for any Vq €. Nt

]imEVo?{Vte)= f   7(V)dp£.
*-°° JNt

The stationary distribution p£ in Nt is induced by the solution of problem (2.7)

for t € [0, T], x € S1, if we suppose that the initial function v£(0,x) — g(x) has a

distribution p£ which is stationary for the process vf in Csi ■

It is easily seen that for any g € Cgi the solution vq(t,x) of problem (2.7) for

e = 0 tends to zero as t grows:

|^(i,x)|<max|g(x)|e-at.

For e small but still distinct from zero, v£(t, x) will be close to v°(t, x) in C[0i7-]X5i,

0 < T < 00, with probability close to 1. With small probability, v£(t,x) will stay

in a neighborhood of any function ip(t, x) G Cjo.rjxs1 such that £>(0, x) = g(x).

If the process v£ is watched for a sufficiently long time, then for £ > 0 with

probability 1 sooner or later v£ will enter a neighborhood of any preassigned func-

tion from C$i. Of course, for small e the time of expectation may be very large.

To describe deviations of v£(t,x) from v°,(t,x) we introduce the action functional

for the family of Gaussian fields v£(t,x), x e S1, t G [0,T] as e J. 0 (see [6] and

the formulation of Lemma 2). The results of §3.4 in [6] imply that in L?0T,xS1

topology this functional has the form

(2.10) sv(<p) = ipr1/2^ peLfo,T]xS1,

where B is a positive semidefinite integral operator in L?0T,xS1, the correlation

function B(s,x,t,y) of the field d1(í,x) serving as the kernel of this operator (see
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(2.5)).  By B~1/2¡p = tp we mean such ip € L20T,xSl that B1/2^ = <p and ip is

orthogonal to the null subspace of the operator B.  If ¡p £ DB-i/2, then we put

Sv(<p) = +00.  As the normalizing factor we take £~2.  From (2.5) and (2.10) it

follows that

(2-11)

„, ,    n/s./oK(^)-^(^) + ̂ (M)l2di^      <pew}>2,

[ +00,      peLf0)T)xS1\WV ,

where W^1'2 is the Sobolev space of the functions of t € [0, T] and x G S1 possessing

generalized square integrable first-order derivatives in t and second-order derivatives

in x.

If

<p = —¡= + —¡= y (ck(t)coskx + hk(t)sinkx)
V 2tt      A £¡

then

r7 r «

di,
(2,2) S» = i/    |E(£ -**)   +g(î-^

where Afc = Dk2 + a.

We will need the action functional for the family of fields v£(t,x) in the space

C[o,t]x5' rather than in L?0 Tixs1- ^e Preserve the notation Sv(ip) for the restric-

tion of the functional (2.11) to the space Cjo.tjxS1 • Note that there is a continuous

embedding W2'2 C C[o,r]xSl (see [12]). Moreover, the functions of W2'2 are Holder

continuous of exponent k < 1/4. The functional Sv(<p) on C^^xS1 turns out to

be the action functional for v£(t,x) as £ J. 0 in the uniform convergence topology.

We will formulate this assertion together with some properties of the functional

Sv(<p) in the form of the lemma:

LEMMA 2. (1) The functional Sv(<p), <ç G C^rjxs1 îS the wormed action

functional for the family of fields v£(t,x), t G [0, T], x G S1, as £ 10 in C[o,t]xS1
with the normalizing coefficient e~2.  That is:

(i) For any <p G C^rjxS1 and o.ny h, 8 > 0 there is £q > 0 such that for £ <£o

(2.13) PVo \       sup       \v£(t, x) - <p(t, x)\<6}> exp{-£-2(Sv(<p) + h)}
[0<t<T;xeSl

where ipo — ¥>(0, x) G C51.

(ii) For any h, 6 > 0 and s < 00 there is £0 > 0 such that for e < £0

(2.14) PPo{p(v£,^>s) ><5} <exp{-e-2(5-/0}

w/iere p(-, •) is a uniform metric in Cjo.rixs1»

$s = {<p G C[0,r]xs> : Sv(<p) < s,tp(0,x) = £>0},

<Po G Csi.
(2) T/ie functional Sv(<p) is lower semicontinuous in C[o,t]xS» > that is, Sv(p) <

l™n-oo 5"(Vn)  î/ lim„-oo P(^n, ¥>) = 0.
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(3) For every s G (O, oo) and <p0 G Cgi, the set $s = {ip G C[0it]xS1 '■ Sv(p) <

s, <p(0,x) — <po(x)} is compact in C[0,r]xS'-

PROOF. The first claim comes from Theorem 4.1.1 in [6] and the Fernique's

bound for the probability of exceeding a high level by a continuous Gaussian field

[5] (see also Azencott [2]).

Claim (2) follows from Lemma 3.4.1 in [6]. To prove the last assertion we note

that if

d<p      r^d2<p o
h^~dï~ D~dtf + atpe L[0,T]xSi >

then ip G W2'2 (see e.g. [1]) and

\\<p\\wi.2 < const -[\h[\L2
2 [O.TJxS1

By the embedding theorem, W2 ' C CF0 TixSi for k < 1/4 (see §9 in Volevich and

Panejah [12]). From this we conclude that all functions in <É>s are equicontinuous.

Together with claim (2) of the above lemma this implies compactness of $s in

Cjo.rjxs1-

3. Additive Gaussian perturbations: The case of potential fields. Con-

sider the perturbed system of RDE

<M>   *^-*£ + «*«.<)-|fe.
u£k{0,x) = gk{x), t > 0, xGS1, k=l,...,n.

Here çk{t,x), k — l,...,n, are independent Brownian sheets and the functions

fk(x,u), x G S1, u G Rn, are Lipschitz continuous, fffc(x) G Csi. Together with

system (3.1) consider the collection of n linear equations not connected with each

other:

/, - dv£k(t,x) _      d2v£ d2çk ' n ci
(3.2) _^—./jfc-^-a^ + e^-,        í > 0, x G 5 ,

vk(0,x) = gk(x), k = l,...,n.

In (3.2) Qi,..., o;n are some positive constants and &(£, x) are the same as in (3.1).

We will consider system (3.1) as a perturbation of (3.2). Let

v£(t, x) = (vf(t, x),..., v£n(t, x)),    u£(t, x) = (u£i(t, x),..., u£n(t,x)).

As it follows from §2, solution v£(t,x) of system (3.2) exists for all í > 0 and is

unique. It is a Holder continuous Gaussian field. The functions v£ = v£(t, ■) make

up a Markov process in the state space Cgi (Rn) of continuous n-dimensional vector

functions on the circle S1.

We put fk(x,u) = fk(x,u) + akuk and consider the system

/   „, dwk(t,x)      _  d2Wk      :, ,
(3.3) —^p^ = Dk^J- + f(x, w(t, x) + v(t, x)) - akwk(t, x),

wk(0,x)=0, t>0, xeS1, k = l,...,n.
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By a generalized solution of system (3.3) we mean a measurable function w(t, x) —

(wi(t, x),..., wn(t, x)) for which the identities

/    Wk(t,x)(p(x)dx
(3-4)       hl

= /    /   [DkWk(s,x)<p"x(x) + (f(x,w + v)-akWk)ip(x)dxds
Jo Js1

hold for any <p G Cgi.

We will denote by w£(t, x) = (w£,..., «4) the solution of problem (3.3) provided

the solution (v£,..., v„) of problem (3.2) is taken as v(t, x). The way of choosing

the positive constants oti,... ,a„ in (3.2) will be clarified later.

If the functions fk(x,u) are Lipschitz continuous (and thus the same is true

of fk(x,u)), then system (3.3) has a unique generalized solution for any function

v(t,x)GC[o,T]xS^Rn).

We will denote by w£(t,x) = (w\ (t, x),..., w„(t,x)) the solution of problem (3.3)

provided the solution v£(t,x) of problem (2.7) is taken as v(t,x). From (2.4) and

(3.4) it follows that the function u£(t, x) = v£(t, x)+w£(t, x) satisfies (2.2), i.e. it is a

generalized solution of problem (3.1). The uniqueness of such a solution comes from

the fact that the difference ue (t,x)—vg (t, x) of the generalized solutions of problems

(3.1) and (2.7) satisfies identities (3.4). Since either of problems (3.3) and (3.2) has

a unique generalized solution, we conclude that the generalized solution of problem

(3.1) is unique too. Relying on the uniqueness and on the properties of the process

c(t, x) one can conclude that the process u£ = u£(t, ■) in the state space Cgi (Rn) is

Markovian. From (3.1) it follows that if fk(x,u) is Lipschitz continuous, then this

process is the Feller one, i.e. the corresponding semigroup transforms into itself the

space of continuous bounded functional on Cgi. We formulate these assertions as

THEOREM 1. Suppose that Dk > 0 and let the functions fk(x,u), x G S1,

u G Rn, be Lipschitz continuous. Then for any gk(x) G Cgi, k = 1,..., n, problem

(1.5) has a unique generalized solution u£(t,x), t > 0, x G S1. The random process

u£ = u(t, ■) in the state space Cgi is a Markov-Feller process.

REMARK. If the function /fc(x, u) is allowed to grow in the variables Uk quicker

than in a linear way, then it may happen that the solution of problem (3.1) exists

only in a bounded time interval. Such a situation also faced us in problems with

no perturbations (see e.g. [11]). For the solution of problem (3.1) to exist and to

be unique for all t > 0, it is sufficient that the functions fk(x,u) satisfy one-sided

restrictions on growth. For example, it suffices that the inequality ukfk(x,u) <

const (1 + u\) hold for x G S1, u = («i,...,u„) G Rn, k = 1,2,... , n.

A field f(x,u) = (fi(x,u),..., fn(x,u)), where u G Rn and x G S1 is a param-

eter, is called potential provided there is a function F(x, u) which is continuously

differentiable in the variables u G Rn and such that fk(x,u) = —dF(x,u)/duk,

xeS1,u€Rn,k = l,...,n.

This section considers systems (3.1) with the potential field f(x, u) = -VF(x, u),

x G S1 being a parameter. We emphasize that in the case of one equation (n = 1)

the continuous field / = fi(x,u), u G R1, can always be thought of as potential.
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The antiderivative of the function f(x,u) serves as the potential F(x, u):

j       r-u

f{x,u) = -— /   f(x,ü)dü.

As is known [9, 6], in the case of finite-dimensional potential dynamical systems

one always can arrange an explicit expression for the density function of the sta-

tionary distribution (provided it exists) of the random process which is obtained as

the result of additive perturbations of such a system by white noise. If the process

Xt in RT is defined by the equation

Xt = -VF(Xt)+oWt,

where Wt is a Wiener process in Rr, a ^ 0, then the invariant measure of the

process Xt has density with respect to the Lebesgue measure

(3.5) Pix) — c ■ exp
{->)}

provided fRr exp{—(2/o-2)F(x)}dx = c  1 < oo.

Let B(x,u) = (Bi(x,u),... ,Bn(x,u)), x G S1, u G Cgi, where

_ .      . d Uk      . ,      ,
Bk(x,u) = Dknr¿r+/*(*)«)•

For £ = 0 equation (3.1) defines the semiflow ut in C51: ùt = B(ut). We put

(3.6)    U(^) = fj\\yDk(^j   +F(x,<p(x)) dx,

<p(x) = (<pi(x),...,Vn(x))eCsl(Rn).

It is readily checked that the variational derivative of the functional U(<p) with the

opposite sign is the field B(x):

-é^=Dk^ + fk(xMx)) = Bk(x,v);

that is, the functional U(<p) should be looked upon as the potential of the field

B{p).
One could expect that by analogy to (3.5), the density of the stationary distri-

bution for the process u£ is

(3.7) m(tp) = const x exp{-(2/£2)U((p)}.

The difficulty involved here, first of all is due to the fact that in the corresponding

space of functions there is no counterpart of the Lebesgue measure—the one which

is invariant with respect to translations. One can try to avoid this difficulty in

various ways.

First, for (3.7) to make sense one can do the following. Denote by £s{<p) the

¿-neighborhood of the function <p in the norm L%(Rn). If v is a normed invariant

measure for the process u\, then under mild supplementary assumptions

1 rT
hm  - /    X£t(v)(ui)àt = v(£si<p))

T-70O 1   J0
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with probability 1, where Xes(<p){') is the indicator of the set £s(f). Then it is

natural to call exp{ — (2/£2)U(<p)} the nonnormed density function of the stationary

distribution of the process u£ (with respect to the nonexisting uniform distribution),

provided

(3-8)   »Äfe^s—B^-M-
In (3.7) and (3.8) e is fixed. It is intuitively clear from the above that the invari-

ant measure is concentrated near the minimal values of U(¡p) as e | 0. One can

try to give exact meaning not to (3.7), but to its intuitional implications which

characterize the behavior of u£ for £ <C 1.

It is also possible to try to write down a formula for the density of the invari-

ant measure of the process u\ with respect to an appropriate Gaussian measure

correctly defined in (7s i. Of course the form of the density with respect to this

standard reference measure will differ from (3.7). We will commence with this last

approach.

As the standard measure in Cgi (Rn) we will choose the Gaussian measure p£ —

Mai ... a > a ~ {ai, ■ ■■ ,an), <*k > 0, which is equal to the direct product of the

measures p£ = p£ak in Cs^(R1), where p£ak is the stationary distribution of the

process v£ in Cgi (R1) for a — ak which is involved in Lemma 1. We recall that by

Lemma 1, p%k is mean zero Gaussian measure with the correlation function (2.8)

for a = ak. The measure p£a, . a is the stationary distribution of the Gaussian

Markov process in Csi(Rn) defined by (3.2). Denote by Ea the expectation with

respect to the measure /iáJt...,a„:

E°G{<p) = f G(<p)p£ai.an(d<p).
Jcsl(Rn)

THEOREM 2. Suppose that the field f(x,u) = (fi(x, u),... ,fn(x,u)) has a
potential F(x,u), x G S1, u G Rn, and let for some a = (ori,... ,an), ak > 0,

Ae = Ea exu\-^ I      \F(x,<p(x))--^ak<p2k(x)
fc=i

1   n
1 V~

dx > < oo.

Denote by v£ the measure on Csi(Rn) for which

j   e i\     /•2ir -t     n

(3-°)    lui-(<p)=Ajiexj>{--5 F(x,lp(x))--yak'P2k(x)
aticti.a„ (     fe    JO       L fc=l

Then vE is a unique normed stationary measure of the process u£ in Csi(Rn)

defined by (3.1). For any Borel Y C CSi (Rn) and any u0 G CSr (Rn)

[r-ooT'o
P«o { ß l * ÍXr(u£t)dt = ^(r) 1 = 1,

where Xr(u) is the indicator of the set Y c Csi(Rn).

PROOF. The theorem is a generalization of the result by C. Kozlov [10] who

considered the case of a single equation with selfadjoint negative definite linear

part. For the linear part to be negative definite we supplement the term -akuk,
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ak > 0 to the linear part of each equation. The assumption that the field f(x, u) is

potential enables us to write down the explicit formula for the stationary density

in the case of system of equations and obtain the corresponding bounds.

In order to prove that the measure ve defined by (3.9) is invariant one needs to

verify the following relation (for brevity we put £ = 1):

(3.11) EaE^G(u1)exp{-^(lp)} = £QG(^)exp{-<I>(^)},

where

r2* Í JL.
dx,        t > 0.

Jo

277

0
2F(x,<p(x))-yak<p2k(x)

fc=i

It is sufficient to check (3.11) for the smooth functionals G(<p), <p G Cgi (Rn) which

depend only on a finite number of Fourier coefficients of its argument <p(x) =

{<Pi{x),<p-¡(x),...,<pn{x)): If

ck !    »
<Pk(x) = -^ + -f= y (c*j cos jx + d1] sin jx),        k = l,...,n,

V2tt     y/ñ^l

then
G(tp) = G(ck, dk; j = 0,..., N; k = 1,..., n),

where G is a smooth function of n(2N + 1) arguments. Let it1 (t, x) be the solution

of problem (3.1) with the initial function g(x) — <p(x) and e — 1. Then t¿1(í,x) =

v]p(t,x)+w1(t,x), where vx(t,x) is the solution of system (3.2) for g = <p(x), £ = 1,

and wx(t,x) is the solution of (3.3) for v = v1, and e = 1. From this we get for

small t:

ui(t,x) = -^(Ako(t)+e'^cko)

1      oo

+ ^E(4(i)+4e"Ajtt)cos>5

0 = 1

1       °°

v       ,=1

(3.12) v    j--

oo

JBj-(t) + dk:e-xit)sinjx
•7=1

+ t(fk(x, <p(x)) + ak<pk(x)) + o(t),

where Ak(t) and B^(t) are the corresponding Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes; ck, and

dk are the Fourier coefficients for ^fc(x), and Xk = Dkj2 + ak.

Denote by ck(t) and dk(t) the Fourier coefficients of the functions uk(t,x),

c^(0) = ck-, d^(0) = dk. From (3.12) it follows that

ck(t) - ck = Ak(t) + ck(e~xkA -1) + akckt

(3.13) t     ri"
+ —= /     fk(x,p(x))cosjxdx + o(t),        t i 0,

Vn Jo

for dj(t) there are similar expressions. And also

Ep\ck(t) - ck\2 = ^|A*(i)|2 + o(t) = t + o(t),        11 0.
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We put

dG_,, d2G       .„
dck       *J'        (dck)2       kj-

Taking into account (3.13), we have

(3.14)
EaE^[G(u1)-G(lp)}exp{-^(ip)}

= tEa | J^Gkj(<p) (-j=J n fk(x,<p(x))cosfxdx-c)Dk A

+ - >J Gkj(ip) + similar sum of derivatives in dk > exp{—®(<p)}

k,j J
+ o{t),        í | 0.

Now we will make use of the fact that Ea is integration with respect to the measure

Mai ... an which is the direct product of the one-dimensional Gaussian distribution

(distributions of the Fourier coefficiens ck = ck[<p] and dk = dj[<p] of the functions

ipk(x)). The distribution of ck has mean zero and variance 1/2Xk. Moreover

L2\l(x)dx = y(ck)2+y(dk)2,

j        j

^exp{-*(p) - Dkj2(ck)2 - ak(ck)2}

r-27r

(3'15) =Q^eXP{"i * (2F(xMx)))dx- Dkj2(ck)2}

= Qexp |-jf "(2F(x,<p(x)))dx - Dkj2(ck)2\

x \-cl     fkix,f{x))cosjxdx-2ckDkj2J,

where the factor Q is independent of ck. A similar equality holds for derivatives in

dk. By (3.15), employing integration by parts we derive

(3.162

l-oo &kj (^ L " /fc(X' ̂(l)) C°SJXdX ~ C>Dkj2) eXP{-*(^ - XkM)2) dc)

-G'ij ■ exp{-*(v>) - Xk(ck)2} dck.

From (3.14) and (3.16) it comes that

EaEp[G(u\) - G(<p)} exp{-$(^)} = 0(<),        t 1 0,

which implies (3.11) and the invariance of v1. To prove (3.10) we note that by

the ergodic theorem it is sufficient to verify that the process u£ in Csi(Rn) is

metrically transitive. Relying on the result of [10, §3], one can deduce that the

transition probabilities P(t,<p,Y), t > 0, <p G Cgi, T C Cgi, of the process u£
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have everywhere positive density with respect to the measure lA. This implies the

metric transitivity of u\ and thus (3.10).

From (3.10) it follows that the stationary distribution of uf in Cgi (Rn) is unique.

REMARK. Suppose that for some ai,..., an > 0

1   n

- y aku\ - F(x, u) < M < oo.

1 fc=i

It is obvious that in this case

A£ < exp{47rM/£-2} < oo.

Consider the family of the Gaussian process £e(x) = (Çf(x),..., ££(x)), x G S1:

with independent components ££, £f, k ^ Z, for which

2    °°     i

(3.17) Eek{x) = o, Eekix)ek(y) = ï-Y,x*-cosnx-y)>

x,y(ES\ fc = l,...,n, Xk = Dkj2 + ak.

The realizations of these processes are Holder continuous with probability 1. The

distribution induced by the process Ç£(x) in Cgi (Rn) is the same as the stationary

distribution of the process v£. Henceforth we will need the action functional for the

family of processes £e(x) [6, §3.2].

LEMMA 3. The action functional for the family of processes Ç£(x), x G S1, in

L2S1 (Rn) (in Cgi (Rn)) as e | 0 has the form

-, -,      ri*    n

for absolutely continuous functions <p(x), x G S1, and S^(<p) = +00 for all other

ip G L'g¡(Rn) (<p G Cs*(Rn)). The functional S^(<p) is lower semicontinuous in

L2s(Rn) (in CSi(Rn)) and the set $s = {<p G L2sl(Rn): S*{<p) < s} (*8 = {<p G

CSi(Rn): S*{<p) < s) is compact in L2s(Rn) (in CSi(Rn)) for any s G (0,oo).

PROOF. Denote by B the integral operator in L'g1(Rn), the diagonal matrix

(Bkk(x,y)) serving as its kernel. Using the representation (3.17) for Bkk(x,y) one

can easily evaluate that

1 n     00

(3.18) \\\B-i/M2L2^yy[(ck)2 + (dk)2}.xk

k=lj=0

where ck-, dk are the Fourier coefficients of the function <pk(x), x G S1. It is readily

checked that the right side in (3.18) is equal to S^(ip). By Theorem 3.4.2 in [6],

|||ß-1/2^|||2 is the action functional for the family of processes Ç£(x) as e | 0 in

the topology l|i(Än).

To prove that the restriction of the functional S^((p) to Csi(Rn) is the action

functional for £e(x) in the uniform topology, one should employ the Fernique bound

[5]. We will present £e(x) as a sum of two terms. The first one ££'N(x) is the sum

Dk í-rM   +ak*Pk(x)   dx
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of the first (27V + 1) terms of the Fourier series for ££(x), and the second term is

Ç£(x) — Ç£,N(x). By the Fernique bound for any <5, A > 0

(3.19) P {max \?{x) - ^'N{x)\ > s\ < exp{-A/e2}

provided N and e_1 are chosen large enough. The bounds necessary for the first

term £e,N(x) in the uniform norm follow from the implication of Theorem 3.4.2 of

[6]. Combining these bounds with (3.19) it is not hard to check that S^ (<p) is the

action functional for £e(x) in Cgi (Rn)-

That functional S^ (<p) is semicontinuous and the sets $s and $s are compact in

the corresponding spaces comes from Lemmas 3.2.1 and 3.4.1 [6].

THEOREM 3. Suppose that the hypotheses of Theorem 2 hold and let the poten-

tial U(ip) be normed by the condition U(0) = 0. Then for any absolutely continuous

function Csi (Rn) for which /„' \d<p/dx[2 dx < oo, the relation

T.^   HM)
Pu0 Ihm Jim  forXes(.M)dt = ^ {  _^} > ̂  __

,Si0T-t°° fo  X£6(oM)dt

is valid for any uq G Cgi (Rn).

PROOF. By Theorem 2

(3.20) lim  £t**mW* = *%M)
T-°°S*Xet(o)iu£t)dt     »emo))

with probability PUQ — 1, starting from any u0 G C51. With the help of the

notations introduced when proving Theorem 2, one can arrange the right side of

(3.20) as follows

v£(£0(<p)) = E"xee(v)eM-*((;e)/e2}

v£(£6(0))      ^Xfs(0)exp{-$(e)/e2}'

Using the normalization condition U(0) = /0 n F(x, 0) dx = 0 and the fact that the

functional $(<p) is continuous, we have

lim sm<p)) _ c::p [ 1 t(..o lim p{\\? - hil» < s)

By Theorem 3.4.3 of [6], the limit on the right-hand side of equality (3.21) is equal

to exp{-£_2Si(vp)}, which together with (3.21) yields

= exp|-£-2|o27r í¿> ^y + 2F(xMx))) dx\

= exp{-2e-2t/(^)}.

This along with (3.20) leads to the claim of the theorem.

Theorems 2 and 3 characterize the stationary distribution of the process u\

in Csi(Rn) for a fixed £ ^ 0. Now we proceed to describe the behavior of the

stationary measure as e j 0.
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THEOREM 4.   Suppose that the hypotheses of Theorem 2 hold and let the poten-

tial U(tp) defined by (3.6) have a unique point <p G Cgi (Rn) of absolute minimum:

U(<p) < U(<p) for <p 7¿ <p.  Then for any ê > 0

lim
ElO

v£\<pE CSi(Rn): max \<p(x) - <p(x)\ >6} = 0.
( xes1 J

PROOF.  We put Gs(<p) = {<p G CSi(Rn): max\<p(x) - <p(x)\ < 6}, Gs(<p)

Cgi(Rn) \ Gs(<p). Since the functional

/•27T

*{<P) = /Jo
2F(x,^(x))-¿afc^2(x)

7C = 1

dx

is continuous on the space Csi (Rn), one can deduce with the help of the properties

of the action functional (see §3.3 in [6]), that for any h > 0 and for appropriately

small £ > 0

In

(3.22)

(3.23)

As + mv£(G6({>)) = In /       exp{-£-2$(<p)}dp£a

> -£-2[mf{2U(<p) : <p G Gs(<p)} + h)

= £-2(U(<p) + h);

\nA£+mv£(Gb(<p))
= ,„/_Jg.Gs(<p)

exp{-e 2$(<p)}dp£a

< -£-2[inf{2U(<p): y> G GB(<p)} - h).

Denote by 2Us the infimum on the right side of (3.23). Since the functional U(<p)

is lower semicontinuous, Uß — U(<p) = 75 > 0. Choosing h < ^g/4 we conclude

from (3.22) and (3.23) that

SÇGsiv)) < v£(G0(<p))exp{-l8/2£2} < expi-^e2}

for £ small enough. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.

We note that Euler's equations for the extremals of the functional U(<p) have

the form
d2<Pk

Dk
dx2

+ fk(x,<p(x)) = 0,        xGS1,fc = l,...,n.

Therefore the extremals of U(ip) are the stationary solutions of the nonperturbed

system of RDE. The extremal <p(x) at which the measure v£ is concentrated as

£ \ 0, can be singled out by the condition that the potential U(ip) attains its

absolute minimum at this extremal.

Consider the case of the potential field f(x, u) = f(u) not depending on x. In

this case the potential

2

"w-f lt*(ï) ♦*»».dx

takes its absolute minimum at the function <p = (<pi,..., <pn) with the components

independent of x. The vector tp is defined as the point at which the absolute

minimum of the function F(z), z G Rn, is attained. If the absolute minimum

of F(z) is taken at several points <p^,.. .,<p^ G Rn, then the limit measure is

distributed over these points.
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THEOREM 5. Suppose that the field f(x,u) = f(u), u G Rn, does not depend

on x and has the potential F: f(u) = —V_F(t¿). Suppose also that the function

F(u) is thrice continuously differentiate, satisfies the inequality F(u) > a\u\ + ß

for some a > 0, ß G (—00,00) and attains its absolute minimum at m points

ip^, ■ ■ ■ ,<p(m^ G Rn. Moreover let all these critical points be nondegenerate, i.e.

Afc = det(d2 F (<pk)/dui du j) ^ 0 for k = l,...,m. Then the measure v£ weakly

converges as £ —* 0 to the measure u° concentrated at m points <p^\. ■ ■, <p^m> G Rn

and

u%^) = A-ki\yA-1

PROOF. First of all one can make sure that since F(u) is at least linear as

|u| —► 00, the hypotheses of Theorem 2 are valid. Then, similar to the way it was

done when proving Theorem 4, one can verify that the limit measure is concentrated

on the set {<p^,..., <p(m'} C Rn. Next one can see that

(3 24) limlim^(^(^fc)))_^exp{-QfcW}
\6M) urn 11m ue{Gb{l¿(l)))       £aexp{_Q/(l/))}'

where

r-27r

QrW =  [
Jo i,j=l        l       3 i=i

dx

is an approximation of the functional ^(tp) near ip = ¡p^ up to the squared terms.

We recall that dF(ip^)/dul = 0 since tp^ is a minimum point, and F(<p(rî) can

be thought of as zero because F(u) is defined up to an additive constant. The right

side of (3.24) can be evaluated in an explicit way. It is equal to A/A^1, which

implies the last claim of the theorem.

In the case of the potential field f(x,u), using the results of Theorems 2-5 one

can examine asymptotics as e I 0 of various characteristics of the process u£ other

than invariant measure. For example one can obtain the asymptotics of the mean

exit time of the process u£ from a neighborhood of a stable equilibrium point of

the nonperturbed system and also define the position of the process u£ at the first

exit time from this neighborhood for £ ^ 1. For this it is possible to employ the

following well-known (see e.g. [6, 15]) representation for the invariant measure.

Suppose that 7 and f, 7 C f, are open sets in CSi(.ßn) with compact closures,

7 and T being respectively the boundaries of 7 and f, p(7, Y) > 0. From a point

1*0 (•) G 7 we will let out the trajectory u\ and denote by r = r£ the first hitting

time of u£ to 7 after visiting Y. On 7 we will consider a Markov chain t/„ with the

transition probabilities in one step: P(u0, X) = PUo{u£ G A), uo G 7, A C 7. If the

process u£ has some good recurrence properties (these properties are valid provided

the potential F(<p) grows quickly enough as ||^>|| —> 00), then Pu{t < 00} = 1, the

chain Un is defined in a unique way and has a unique invariant measure n(dz) on

7. For any Borel set GcCsi (Rn), the invariant measure v£(G) of the process u£

can be arranged as

(3.25) u£(G) = f K(dz) Ez H xg(u£) dt,
J-1 Jo
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where xg(') is the indicator of the set G C C51 (Rn). Using (3.25) and the knowl-

edge of the asymptotic behavior of v£(G), one can calculate the asymptotics of the

mean exit time from a neighborhood of a stable stationary point, to indicate the

position of the trajectory at the first exit time from this neighborhood. Here we

will not go into these questions since they will be considered in the next section in

a more general situation.

4. Additive perturbations: Action functional. When a reaction-diffusion

equation is considered, the field f(x,u), u G R1, is always potential. In the case of

n > 1 equations, the potential fields f(x, u), u G Rn, no longer exhaust all possible

types of fields. In the nonpotential case, generally speaking it is not possible to

arrange explicit representation of (3.9) type for invariant measure. However one

can describe the behavior of the invariant measure and other characteristics of the

process u\ as e J. 0. Similar to the case of finite-dimensional dynamical system, for

this one needs to introduce the action functional [6] for the family of processes u\

in Csi(Rn).

We define the mapping B: C[o,r]x s >(•#") "~* Clo,T]xS1iRn) by the formula

u-Bv = v + w,        v(-,.) G C[0,T]xSi(fin),

where w = w(t,x) is the solution of system (3.3). For w = (wi(t, x),..., wn(t, x))

system (3.3) can be written as

¡a 1\ dwk        r>   d2wk   ,   / t       ^ en     ,       n
(4.1) -jT- = Dk-QT + fk(x,u) - akwk,        wk(0,x)=0

with u = Bv. Therefore w(t, x) can be reconstructed in a unique way not only out

of v, but also out of u = Bv and thus the operator B is reversible in a unique way

onC[o,r]xSi(-Rn).

LEMMA 4. The operators B and B'1 which map C[0,T]xS1{Rn) onio

C[o,T]xs1(Rn) are Lipschitz continuous.

PROOF. We verify the claim of the lemma for the operator B; for B_1 the proof

is similar. Suppose that v^,v^ G C[0,T)xS^Rn), «(1) = Bv& and u& = Bv™.

Taking into account the definition of B and denoting by w^ the solution of problem

(3.3) for v = »W, i = 1,2, we obtain

(4.2) u™ (t, x)-u™ (t, x) = [v™ (Í, x) - v^ (t, x)\ + [w(2) (i, x) - w(1) (i, x)].

We put

6(t)=      max      \v{2)(s,x)-vw(s,x)\,

p{t) =      max      |u>(2)(s,x) - w(1)(s,x)|.
v '     o<s<t,ies> '

From (3.3) it is not hard to deduce the bound

(4.3) p(t) < AS(t) + B f p(s) ds,        t G [0, T],
Jo

where A and B are defined through T, ak and the Lipschitz constant of the functions

/fc(x, u), k = 1,..., n. From (4.3) it follows that p(t) < A6(T) exp{BT}, t G [0, T],

which together with (4.2) gives the required bound

max      |u(2>(i,z)-u(1)(i,z)l<(Aeßr + l)<5(T).    D
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Denote by W2 '   the Sobolev space of functions of two variables t G [0, T] and

x G S1 with values in Rn which have square integrable first order generalized

derivatives in t and second order ones in x. It is known that W2 ' is embedded in

C[o,t\xs1 iRn) and the embedding operator is continuous. What is more, functions

from W2'2 are Holder continuous (see, e.g. [12, §9]).

THEOREM 6.   (a) The action functional for the family of fields u£(t, x), 0 < t <
T, x G S1, in space C[0,t]xS1(Rh) as £ 10 has the form £~2Su(tp) with

SU(<P) i y;cÈd<Pk

dt
D,

d2<Pk

'' dx2
- fk(x,<p(t,x)) dtdx,        ^Giy2

1,2

+ 00   if<peC[Q<T)xs^Rn)\W¡'2.

(b) The functional Su(ip) is lower semicontinuous on C[o,T]xSiiRn)-

(c) For every s < oo, g G Cgi (Rn) the set {ip G C^^xs1 (-R"): £>(0, x) — g(x),

Su(<p) < s) îS compact in C[0,T]xs1{Rn)-

PROOF. The field u£(t,x) can be obtained from the field v£(t,x) which is de-

fined by system (3.2) for certain ai,..., cen > 0, with the help of the continuous

transformation: u£(t,x) = Bv£(t,x), where B is the Lipschitz continuous operator

due to Lemma 4. Therefore, by Theorem 3.3.1 in [6] the action functional for the

family of fields u£(t, x) as £ J, 0 in C^rjxS1 iRn) has the form

£-2Su(<p) = £-2Sv(B- V),        <p G q0,r]xs> (Rn),

where £~2Sv(tp) is the action functional for the family of Gaussian fields v£(t, x) in

the space C^rixS1^")- By Lemma 2 the functional Sv(ip) is defined by (2.11).

By the definition of the operator B we have B~x<p = <p — w, where w =

(wi,... ,wn) is the solution of system (4.1) for u = ¡p. Hence it appears that

<p G W2'2 if and only if B-1ip G W2'   and for Wk we also have

d2wkdwk

dt
= Dk

dx2
+ fk(x,<p)-akwk, k = l,...,n, t > 0,

xeS1, fk(x,<p) = fk(x,'p) + ak<Pk.

These equalities along with (2.11) for Sv(i/>) imply the claim (a) for tp G W.
1,2

/•r   /-27T   »

su(<p) = s"(B-i<p)=    /  y
Jo   Jo    k=1

d<Pk

dt
Dk

Jo   Jo
= S»(<p);

- (*k<Pk -

r'óVfc       dVfc
•W - Dk-d* - M****

d2<Pk

dx2

dwk _

dt
!

dtdx

Dk
d2wk

dx2
-otkwk dtdx

for <p G C[o,nxs« (Rn) \ w22 we have Sui<P) = Sv(B-1<p) = +00.

The claims (b) and (c) are implications of statements 2 and 3 of Lemma 2 and

of the fact that the operators are continuous.    D
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We will say that condition (C) is fulfilled if there are c*i,..., an > 0 such that

the functions /fc(x, u) = fk(x, u) + akuk, k — 1,..., n, are uniformly bounded for

x G S1, u G Rn and Lipschitz continuous.

We note that if the behavior of the process u£ up to the first exit time from a

bounded region is under investigation, then by modifying the functions fk outside

of this region one can always ensure condition (C) to be valid.

LEMMA 5. Let condition (C) hold. Then the process u\ in Cs^(Rn) has a

unique stationary distribution p£. For any bounded continuous functional 7(<p),
<peCSi(Rn),

(4.4) lim Eg7(u£t) = f 7(<p)dp£
t_>°° Jcsi(R")

for any initial condition g G C51 (Rn).

PROOF. We only sketch the proof. When proving Theorem 1 it was shown

that the function u£ = u£(t,x) can be written as u£(t,x) = v£(t,x) +w£(t,x),

where v£ is the solution of problem (3.2) and w£(t,x) is the solution of (3.3) for

v = v£(t, x). Denote by (Xt, Px) the Markov process on the circle S1 corresponding

to the operator Dk(d2/dx2). From (3.3) we derive

eix  -\ _ ft    I    f. tvk  „,,e\{t,x) = Êx f
Jo

w£k(t,x)=Ex /   fk(Xk,w£(t - s,Xk) +v£(t - s,Xk))e~a*ads.
Jo

Together with these equations for the functions w£ = (w\,..., w„), we consider

the equations

rtAT

(4.5) w£/(t,x) = Ëx /       fk(Xk,w£'T(t - s,Xk) + v£(t - s,Xk))e-a*sds,
Jo

k = l,...,n, t > 0, xG S1,

with respect to the function w\' ,...,w^T. Here T is a fixed positive number.

Problem (4.5) has a unique solution w£'T(t, x) = (w£'T(t, x),..., wfl'T(t, x)), which

can be proven for example with the help of the contracted mapping principle,

relying on the fact that f(x, u) is Lipschitz continuous. From (4.5) it follows that

w£'T(t,x) and thus u£,T(t,x) = v£(t,x) + w£'T(t,x) are continuous functionals of

v£(s,x), se[t-T,t],x€S1. This implies

?{uerT) = 7{vet+wet<T) = ?[Vt%

where /[•] is a continuous bounded functional on C[0,r]xS' {Rn), ana Vf = {vis,x),

sGlt-TAlxeS1}.
By the corollary of Lemma 1, there is a measure p£'T on C[o,T]xS1{Rn) such

that

(4.6) lim Eg7{u£t'T) = Í 7[<p\dp£<T.
t_,0°                       Jci0,T]xSAR")

From (4.6) it follows that there is a measure p£,T on Cs¡ (Rn) such that

(4.7) lim Eg7(u£rT) = f 7(<p)dp£'T.
t-,0°                        Jcsi(Rn)
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Remembering (4.5) it is not difficult to deduce that

max   [[dw£<T/dt[ + \dw£>T/dx\]
t>0,x€Sl1

is bounded uniformly in T. Moreover, for the Gaussian field v£(t, x)

E\v£(t,x) - v£(s,y)\2 < C[\x - y\ + \t - s\]

(see e.g. Proposition 3.7 in [14]) with a constant C depending only on ak and Dk-

This implies that the family of measures p£,T in (4.7) is weakly compact as T —> oo,

£ being fixed.

We note that
/•OO

|ue(í,x)-uÉ:':r(í,x)| <      sup      \f(x,u)\        e-°sds
(4.8) x€S1,u6ñ" Jt

_77*7* _
= const -e       ,        a = ai A CY2 A • • • A an.

From (4.8) we conclude that not only the family of measures p£,T is weakly compact,

but it also converges weakly to some measure pe on Cgi (Rn) as T —► oo. Using

(4.7) and (4.8) relation (4.4) follows. In view of (4.4) we conclude that the measure

pE is invariant and the stationary distribution of the process u£ is unique.

To describe the limiting behavior of the stationary distribution of the process

u£ in Csi(Rn) as £ | 0, we need an auxiliary construction. The same one is also

employed in the finite-dimensional case 6. We introduce the function

V(g, h) = inf{Su(^) : <p G C[0iT]xS> (Rn), <p(0, x) = g(x),

<p(T,x) = h(x),T>0},        g,h€Csl(Rn).

Two points g, h G C51 (Rn) are said to be equivalent (g ~ h), whenever V(g, h) =

V(h,g) = 0.
We suppose that the following condition (D) is fulfilled:

There is a finite number of comp'actums Ki,... ,K¡ C Cgi such that

(1) g ~ h for any two points g and h of one and the same compactum;

(2) if g G Ki and h £ Ki, then g / h;
(3) every w-limit set of the nonperturbed system

(4.8) ^p) = Dk^ + /fcM,        Uk{0x) = gk{xl

k = l,...,n, t > 0, xeS1,

belongs to one of Ki, i = 1,..., I.

We put Vij — V(g,h) for ¡7 G Ki, h G K¡. It is easily seen that Vij does not
depend on the choice of g and h from Ki and Kj respectively.

Denote L — {1,2,...,I}. By ¿-graph over the set L we mean a graph consisting

of arrows (m —► n), m,n G L, in which from every point j G L except the point

i G L exactly one arrow issues, and which has no closed loops.

The collection of all possible ¿-graphs over L will be designated by G¿.

THEOREM 7.   Suppose that condition (D) is fulfilled.  We put

a(l) =     X]     Vmn>        T e G¿
(m—»nje-y
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(the summation is taken over all arrows (m —* n) involved in the i-graph 7).   We

assume that there is a unique ¿0 G L = {1,..., 1} such that

min (7(7) < min (7(7)    for i ^ i0.
~t€Gio ~i€Gi

Then the invariant measure p£ of the process u£ in Cgi is concentrated as £ j 0 on

the compactum KiQ, that is for every 6 > 0

hm//(v? G CSi, p(<p, Klo)>6) = 0

where p(-, ■) is a metric in Çgi.

We will sketch the proof of the theorem later on. Now we cite a result on the

exit time of the process u£ from a neighborhood of the stable equilibrium point of

dynamical system (1.1).

Suppose that <po G Cs^(Rn) is an asymptotically stable equilibrium point of

system (1.1) and let D be a bounded open region in Cgi (Rn) containing the point

<Po-
We will call a region D C Csi(Rn) regular whenever for every point ¡p G dD

one can find a twice continuously differentiate function h = hv G Cs^(Rn) such

that the point ¡p + th is an interior point of the complement of D U dD for all í > 0

small enough.

Let r£ = t£d = inf{i: u\ & D} be the first exit time of u£ from D; Vq =

inf{V(<po,<p):<p£dD}.

THEOREM 8. Suppose that a region D C Cgi (Rn) is regular and let ipo G D be

an asymptotically stable equilibrium point of (1.1). Suppose that every trajectory of

dynamical system (1.1) starting at time t = 0 at points g G D U dD, does not leave

D for t > 0 and tends to ¡po as t —> 00.  Then for any g G D

lim £2 In £„7-* = Vrj.

// there is a unique point <p* G dD for which V(<po,<p*) = Vq, then the process u£

leaves D for the first time near <p* :  for any 6 > 0 and <p G D

limP^ 1 sup \u£e(x) -<p*(x)\>6\ =0.
£l°      Ues1 J

Now that Theorem 6 on the form of the action functional for the process u\ has

already been proved, Theorems 7 and 8 can be proven similar to Theorems 6.4.1

and 4.4.1 in [6] where perturbations of finite-dimensional dynamical systems are

considered. So we only dwell on the differences which are mainly caused by the fact

that the space Cgi (Rn) is not locally compact.

As an important element of the construction for proving Theorems 7 and 8

one can use the following Markov chain: as the elements of the state space of this

Markov chain one takes the boundaries of the compactums 7, containing equilibrium

points (or containing the compactums Ki,..., K¡ introduced by condition (D)). In

the finite-dimensional case as 7¿ one can choose spheres of small radius having

their centers at equilibrium points or ¿-neighborhoods of the compactums Ki. In

the infinite-dimensional case one should be more careful since the spheres are not

compact. To follow the construction of the finite-dimensional case, one should use
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the fact that for a certain nonrandom a > 0 the trajectories u£ in C51 obey the

relation

\u£(x)-u£(y)\<K(t)\x-y\a,

where K(t) is an ergodic random process. Then, for example, the equilibrium point

Po G Csi can be included in the compactum

1S,N = {<p G Csl(Rn): p(<p,<p0) < 6;\<p(x) - <p(y)\ < N\x - y\a;x,y € S1}.

By the condition of Theorem 8, the trajectories u° of nonperturbed system (1.1)

for which u§ = <p G D U dD, do not leave D for t > 0 and after a finite time T(<p)

reach is,n- In the finite dimensional case for bounded D one can conclude that

sup^eD T(<p) = Ti < 00. In our case to check that sup^g0 T(ip) = Ti < 00 we

must make use of the fact that for any t > 0 there is a compactum Ki C C51

such that u° G Ä"i whenever u® G D. This follows from a priori bounds for

solutions of parabolic equations. The hitting time for ^s,N starting from the points

of compactum Ki is bounded from above since T(<p) is semicontinuous.

Finally we notice that if u\ and u\ " are the trajectories of the process ue

starting at time t = 0 from the points ipW, tpW G C51 respectively for one and the

same perturbation £ft(o>), then for every w

(4.9) max\u{t1](x)-u<i2)(x)\<max\<p^(x)-<p^(x)\ext,

where the constant A is expressed through the Lipschitz constants of the nonlin-

ear functions fi(x, u). This inequality is immediate from differential equations for

Uj e(x). Bound (4.9) implies that the probabilities of leaving the domain during

every finite time T provided the trajectories started from close initial points, are

close.

The above remarks enable one to follow the arguments of Theorems 6.4.1 and

4.4.1 in [6] in the infinite dimensional case and to prove Theorems 7 and 8.

The following assertion is an infinite dimensional counterpart of Theorem 4.3.1

from [6]. Relying on it one can evaluate infimums of the action functional involved

in Theorems 7 and 8.

Denote by Wf (W%) the Sobolev space of functions on S1 with values in Rn

having first- (second-) order generalized square integrable derivatives. It is plain

that W2 C Cs¡ (Rn). Consider the functional U(<p) on Cgi (Rn) taking finite values

on Wl and equal to +00 on CSi (Rn) \ W}.

We say that a functional U(<p) is regular if it is lower semicontinuous on the

space Csi(Rn) equipped with the uniform convergence topology and moreover if

the sets {<p G Cgi(.Rn): \\(p\\ < b, U(<p) < a} are compact in Csi(Rn) for any

a, b G (0,oo).

THEOREM 9. Suppose that tpo G Csi(Rn) is an asymptotically stable equilib-

rium point of system (1.1) and let a regular region D C Csi(Rn) be such that

<Po S D and the hypotheses of Theorem 8 are valid.

Moreover we assume that there exist a regular functional U(<p) and operator

L(ip) = (Li(ip),... ,Ln((p)), ip G W2, such that the following conditions are ful-

filled:
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ri1. For <p G W2 the variational derivatives ÔU(<p)/6<pk, k = 1,..., n, are defined

and

r¿"K     "-        ÇTJ

(VU(tp), L(<p)) = /     y T—{<p{x))Lk(<p(x)) dx = 0,        <p G W2.
J°    k=i   <f>k

2. For the field B(<p) = (Bi {<p),..., Bn(<p))

B{<p) = -VU{v)+L(p),        iptW2.

3. For any g G W2C\(DUdD) there is a function v(t,x) = (vi(t, x),... ,vn(t,x)),

t > 0, x G S1, such that

dvk(t,-)        6U(v(t,-))
—gi— =-7-Lk(v(t, ■)),       t > 0, k = 1,... ,n,

v(0,x) = g(x), lim  sup \v(t,x) — <po(x)\ = 0.
t^°°xes1

Then for ge(DUdD)n W¡

inf{Su(p),p(0,x) = Mx),<p(T,x) = g(x),T> 0} = 2(U(g) - U(p0))-

For any g E. D

lim£2ln£gre = 2 min (U(g) - U(tp0)).
gedD

PROOF. If Su(tp) < oo, then <p't, ip'¡.x G tÍ-2o,T]xSi. This implies that <p(t, ■) G W$

and <p't(t, ■) G L2S for almost all t G [0,T]. Therefore, by condition 2

(4.10) B(<p(t, ■)) = -VU(<p(t, ■)) + L(<p(t, ■))

for almost all t G [0,T].
Taking into account the definition of the action functional, condition 1 and (4.10)

we have the equality

SU(<P)=  I  (VU(<p(t,.)),<p't(t,.))dt
(4.11) Jo

+ /    \\rt(t,.)-VU(<p(t,-))-L(v(t,-))[[2dt,
Jo

where (-, ■) and || • || are scalar product and norm in L2S1 respectively.

Similar to the finite-dimensional case, the first integral on the right side of (4.11)

does not depend on the curve it is taken along and is equal to U(ip(T, ■) — U((p(0, ■)).

Hence from (4.11) we deduce that

(4.12) Su(<p) > 2(U(<p(T, ■)) - U(<p(0, •))).

On the other hand, with the help of condition 3, for any g G W2 n (D U dD), it is

not hard to construct the sequence <pm(t,x), t G [0,Tm], x G S1, <p(0,x) = <po(x),

ip(Tm,x) = g(x), along which the second integral on the right side of (4.11) tends

to zero. From this we conclude that

mf{S"(<p):v>eC{o,T]xSi(Rn), ^(0,-) = p0, f(T, ■) = g, T > 0}

< 2(U(g) - U(<po))

for g G W2 D (D U dD). This inequality together with (4.12) implies the first claim

of Theorem 9.
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To prove the second claim we note first of all that since the functional U(<p) is

regular, mingedD(U(g) - U(ipo)) is attained for some g0 G dD. By Theorem 8

(4.13) hm£2 InEgT£ =V0 = inf{S%T{<p) ■ <P(0, •) = <f>o, <p(T, •) edD,T> 0}

for g G D. The second claim follows from the first one and (4.13) provided it is

established that

(4.14) Vo = inf{Su(<p) : p(0, •) = <p0, <p(T, ■) G dD H W¡, T > 0}.

If SqT(<p) < oo, then as was said above, <p(t,-) G W2 for almost all t G [0,T\.

Therefore one can choose a sequence tm 1 T such that <pm(x) — ip(tm,x) G W2,

limm_oo supxeSi \¡p(T,x) - <p{m)(x)\ = 0. If <p(t, •) G DU dD for te [0,T], then

the first claim of the theorem implies that U(p(m)'(•)) < Sfttm(ip) < S$T(<p). From

remembering that U(tp) is lower semicontinuous, we obtain

U(<p(T,-))<   lim U{<pW) < Sfoiip).
m—>oo

Since U(<p(T, •)) is finite, we conclude that <p(T, ■) G W2 which implies (4.14)

and the last claim of the theorem.

REMARK. From condition 2 of Theorem 9 it follows that L(<p) = B(<p) +

VU(<p). This together with condition 1 yields a variational derivative equation

for the functional U(<p):

SÍ"£>» (*&+*<*">) d' + tX' (£>W))2 d"°'
This equation is actually the Hamilton-Jacobi equation for the variational problem

inf{S0uT(p): <p(0,x) = <poMT,x) = g(x),T > 0}.

EXAMPLE 1. Suppose that the field f(x, u) = (fi (x, u),..., fn(x, u)) is potential:

fk(x,u) = —dF(x,u)/duk, x G S1, k = 1,... ,n, Then, as was emphasized in §3,

the field B(<p) is potential as well:

Ulf>0= ¿J0     lE^(^)   +2F(x,r{x))dx.

We observe that the functional U(<p) specified by the last equality is finite on W2.

Analogously to Lemma 3 one can prove that if U(<p) is extended onto Csi(Rn)

with U(ip) = +00 for <p G Csi(Rn) \ W2, then U(<p) is lower semicontinuous in

Csi(Rn). For any a G (0,oo) the set $a = {¡p G CSi(Än): U(<p) < a} is compact

in Cgi (Rn). Thus U(<p) is a regular functional.

Let ipo (x) be an asymptotically stable equilibrium point of the RD-system

(4.15) ^ = Dkd-^ + fk(x,u),        xeS1, k = l,...,n, t > 0.

Suppose that D is a regular region in Csi(Rn) which contains £>o(z) and is

attracted to <po in such a way that the trajectories of dynamical system (4.15)

issuing from g G Do dD tend to (po without leaving D. Then by Theorem 9 for

the average exit time of the Markov process u\ from D we obtain

lim£2ln.EgT£ = 2 min (U(<p) - U(<p0)),        g&D.
s\0 ipÇdD
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Consider the case of a single equation (n = 1). In this case the system is potential

and F(x, u) = - /„" f(x, v) dv. Suppose that f(x, 0) = 0, f(x, v) > 0 for v < 0,

f(x,v) < 0 for v > 0, and let D = {<p G Cs^R1): sup\<p(x)\ < a}. Then for
calculating the logarithmic asymptotics of Egr£ we obtain the standard variational

problem

inf{U(p) :<pedD}

mm mm
zes1

| i Jo \d(<p')2 - 2F(x, <p(x))) dx : <p(z) = a, p(0) = ̂ (2tt) J

We notice that in the case of general position the minimum is attained at a function

<p*(x), x G S1, which takes the maximal value a at a point z* and has the break of

derivative at this point.

EXAMPLE 2. Consider the system of two equations

dui      r^d2ui
= D

(4.16)
--  ^a-+/l(Ul,U2) = fli(u),

du2      r.d2u2
-gf = D-g^j- + f2(ui,u2) = B2(u),

and let
dF(u2+u2) dF(u\ + u2)

h =-s-1-«2,    h =-z-"i-
dui au2

Suppose that the function F(z) is continuously differentiable and at first let F(0) =

0, F(z) > 0 for z / 0, F'(z) ¿ 0 for z # 0. System (4.16) is not potential. We will

write down for (4.16) the representation involved in Theorem 9. We put

1   f2v
D

dip1
+ 2ÍXM2) dx,

dx

Li(<p) = <p2,     L2((p) = -<pi,     tp = (tpi,<p2).

As was pointed out in Example 1, the functional U(<p) is regular. It is easily checked

that condition 2 of Theorem 9 is fulfilled: for the field B(<p) = (Bi(<p),B2(<p)) we

have

Bk(<p) = -8U(<p)/6<pk + Lk(<p),        k = l,2.

Moreover,

/•27T

(VU(ip), L(ip)) = /     [(Dtp'i - F'(|^|2)^i)^2 - (Dtp'i - F'(\p[2)v2)<pi\ dx = 0.
Jo

Therefore, condition 1 holds. Finally, it is easy to check condition 3 if one takes

into account that z = 0 is a unique minimum of the function F(z). If the region

D C C51 (Rn) obeys the hypotheses of Theorem 9 (for (p0 = 0), then for the average

exit time of the process u\ from D we derive

ltae3InV = \ min  / \d\p'[2 + 2F(\<p\2))dx.

Now we suppose that the function F(z) has several minimum points: 0 < Zi < ■ ■ ■ <

zm, lim.-i_0O F(z) = 00 and let the diffusion coefficient D be appropriately large

so that the system can have only space homogeneous w-limit solutions (see [11]).
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Between every two neighboring minimum points zk and zk+i there is a maximum

rfc. The set of w-limit solutions of system (4.16) (at least for D > 1) consists of

the stationary solution ui = u2 = 0, stable limit cycles Yk = {u2 + u\ = Zk), and

unstable cycles 7fc = {u\ + u\ — rk}. As it follows from Theorem 7, the limiting

behavior of the invariant measure p£ of the process u\ which is obtained from system

(4.16) as a result of small random perturbations can be described by Vfc,fc±i =

inf{SQT(<p), ipo G Tfc, (pT G Tfc±i}. From the argument used when proving Theorem

9 one can deduce that Vfc,fc+i = F(rk) - F(zk), Vk,k-i = F(rk-i) - F(zk). By

Theorem 7 this implies that for £ J. 0 the invariant measure p£ is concentrated

on that limiting cycle Yk* for which F(zk.) = minkF(zk), or on the stationary

solution ui = u2 = 0, provided F(0) < F(z) for z/0.

We emphasize that the values Vij define not only limiting behavior of the invari-

ant measure, but also a number of other features of the behavior of u£ for small

£. In particular, using the matrix Vij one can construct the hierarchy of the cy-

cles describing transitions between stable limiting behaviors and also evaluate the

asymptotics of the time needed for such transitions. Here, the situation is similar

to the finite dimensional case (see [6, Chapter 5]).

5. Remarks and generalizations. 1. Consider the RDE system in the case

of the multidimensional x:

(5.1) du^x) _ DkAuk + f^ w) = ß^        t>0, k=l,...,n.

We suppose that x belongs to a compact manifold (e.g. r-dimensional torus Tr)

lest boundary conditions could bother us. If the white noise of the corresponding

dimension £ dr+1çk(t,x)/dtdx1 ■ ■ dxr is taken as the additive perturbation (here

çk(t, x) is a Brownian sheet), then for r > 1 even in the case of the linear functions

fk = Y%=ickjUj, the solution of the perturbed problem is only a generalized

random field [14]. The solution of the nonlinear equation may not exist at all. To

improve the situation one can modify the problem. For example, one can assume

that the nonlinear terms fk depend on the convolution u * K with a smooth kernel

K rather than on the value of u(t, x) at a fixed point x at a fixed time t. For such a

modified problem the existence and uniqueness proof is similar to that in the case

of the one-dimensional x. One should only bear in mind that generally speaking

the solution is a generalized random field.

Another way to generalize the problem to the case of the multidimensional x is

to assume that perturbation is to some extent smooth in x. We will go into the

second statement of the problem.

So, consider the system

/r  r.\        duí(t,x) _      .      , ,   , ,. dt]k(t,x)
(5-2) fcay   ' =DkAu£k + fk(x,u£) + £   ^'   ;,

t >0, xeTr, k=l,...,n.

Here Çk(t, x) are the Gaussian fields independent for different k for which E£k(t, x)

= 0, EÇk(s,x)Çk(t,y) = (s A t)B(x - y). The function B(z),z G Tr, is assumed

reasonably smooth, say having fourth order derivatives which are Holder continu-

ous. In this case the realizations of the field £(i, x) are continuous together with

their first- and second-order derivatives in x G Tr with probability 1.
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It is not hard to see that for such £fc(i,x) the auxiliary linear system

(5.3)     ^'x)=£)fcA^+£^,    ¿>0, x€Tr, vk(0,x) = 0, k=l,...,n,

has a unique continuous solution. The solution u£(t,x) of system (2) can be ob-

tained from v£(t, x) — (v{,..., v„) with the help of a continuous reversible transfor-

mation. The correlation function R(s,t,x,y) of the field vk(t,x) can be expressed

through the correlation function of the field £k and the fundamental solution of the

heat equation. By Theorem 3.4.2 from [6] the action functional for the field v£k(t, x)

in L?0 T]xTr nas the form

Sv = \ [    [   \R-1/2ip(t,x)\2dtdx,
¿ Jo   Jt*

where R is the correlation operator of the field vk{t,x); R_1/2ip = ip is defined by

the conditions: R}l2ip = ¡p, and t¡) is orthogonal to the null-subspace of the operator

R. Employing the Fernique bounds [5], one can deduce that the action functional

for the family of fields v£{t,x) in the space C[0,T]xrr is the restriction of Sv((p)

to C[o,T]xTr- Since the mapping u —> v is continuous on C[o,r]xrr and reversible,

it is plain that given Sv(<p), one can calculate the action functional for the family

of fields u£(t,x) in C[0,T]xTr(Rn) relying on Theorem 3.3.1 from [6]. We will not

provide this scheme in detail but only give the answer. For this we introduce the

operator B in Lj,(Rn) whose kernel is a diagonal matrix with elements B(x — y)

and put B-1!2^ — ip provided B1/2^ — <p and tp is orthogonal to the null-subspace

of the operator B. Then the action functional for the family of fields u£(t, x) in

C[o,T]xTr(Rn) for £ J. 0 has the form

s"BM'LTL\B~1"&-DAv-,l^})
2

dtdx,

where

DAtp= (DiA<pi,...,DnAipn),    f(x,<p) = (fi(x,ip),...J„(x,<p)).

We notice that the solution of equation (5.2) with the perturbations of the above

type defines the Markov process ut in the state space CTr(Rn)- With the help of

the action functional one can describe the behavior as £ | 0 of the invariant measure

p£ of this process (provided it exists) and transitions between stable w-limit sets of

the nonperturbed system.

If the function B(x — y)= t~1Etl(t, x)Ç(t, y) is close to the ¿-function, then the

operator B-1/2 is close to the unit one. In this case the action functional Su'B(<p)

for the field u£(t, x) is close to

su&)=fo ST\^~D^~î{x,ip)
2

dtdx.

When handling variational problems for the last functional one can follow the

arguments used in the case of the one-dimensional x and the perturbations of the

white noise type. In particular, if B(z) is close to the ¿-function and the field

f(x,u) is potential (fk(x,u) = —dF(x,u)/duk), then the invariant measure p£ of
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the process uf in CTr(Rn)

minimum of the functional

is concentrated as £ [ 0 at the point of the absolute

U(<p) = /Jtt
\yDk\V<pk\2 + 2F(x,<p(x))   dx.

U=i
If the field / = f(u) does not depend on x, then a vector u* G Rn independent of x

is such a minimum point, F(u*) = minu€fln F(u). Of course, it is possible to give

more precise account of how B(z) should be close to the ¿-function in order that

in the problem on calculating the limit of p£ as £ J. 0 one could replace Su'B(<p) by

the functional Su(ip).

If the correlation radius of the field ç(t, x) in the space variables is large enough,

then the behavior of p£ as £ J, 0 can certainly differ very much from that in the

case of perturbations of the white noise type. In a sense, the "extreme case"

of large correlation radius faces us when perturbations do not depend on x, i.e.

£(i, x) = Wt is the Wiener process. It is easily seen that under such perturbations,

the transitions between some nonhomogeneous in x stationary solutions of problem

(1) are not possible at all. (The action functional is +oo on every curve which

connects such stationary solutions.) In this case the process u\ may have a few

stationary distributions.

2. One can also treat non-Gaussian additive perturbations. For example, it is

sometimes natural to consider as perturbation the random field 57e (i,x), t G [0,T],

x G S1, which is defined as follows. Let u£ be a Poisson process with the parameter

£_1, h(x), x G S1, being a smooth function. We put

í7£(í,x)=£¿/i(x + 0fc),
fc=i

where Ok is a sequence of independent random variables uniformly distributed on

S1.

Consider the Cauchy problem

(5.4)
du£(t,x)

= D
d2u£

+ f(x,u£) +
dn£(t,x)

dt      '
u£(0,x) = g(x).

dt dx

A solution of (5.4) for g G Cgi exists and is continuous for t e [0,T], x e S1 with

probability 1. We will think of »7e as the element of the Banach space ßo,2 of the

measurable functions ¡p(t,x), t G [0, T], x G S1, which are bounded together with

their first- and second-order derivatives in x and have the norm

m sup
0<t<T,x€S X\<PÍt,x)\ +

£«•*>
+

y

Problem (5.4) defines the mapping Y: rf -t«£, which maps in a continuous way

from jBo,2 into the space Cjo.tjxS1 of continuous functions on [0, T] x S1 equipped

with uniform topology. This comes from the following lemma.

LEMMA 6.   Consider the linear Cauchy problem

duk(t,x)

dt

p2 TL

dx2 •7=1

dhk(t,x)

¿Tt      '

í > 0, xGS1, fc = l,...,n, itfc(0,x)=0,
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with continuous bounded coefficients ckj(t,x). The bound

max      |îifc(i,x)|
0<t<T,x€Sl

k=l,2,...,n

< c •      max
0<t<T, x€S

fc=l,.

, (|**(«,x)| +
dhk(t,x)

dx
+

d2hk(t,x)

dx2

is valid with c being a constant independent of the function h.

We will not give the proof of this simple lemma.

That the mapping Y is continuous enables one to reduce calculation of the ac-

tion functional for the field u£(t,x) in Cjo.rixS1 to the calculation of the action

functional S1'' for n£(t,x) in the space Bo,2- For calculating Sv it is helpful to con-

sider the field n£(t,x), t G [0,T], x G S1, as the functional of the random measure

ir£(dt,dy) that is the number of the points 0k with the indices k G [£_1f, £~1(t+dt)),

which lie in the interval dy G S1:

f í   h{3
Jo Js1

(5.5) n£(t,x) = £       /    h(x + y)w£(ds,dy).
Jo Js1

The action functional for the family of processes v£, t G [0, T], for £ \ 0 has the

form £~1S(<p), with S"(ip) = /0 (<psln<pa - ips + l)ds, provided ipt is absolutely

continuous and ipt > 0, and S"(<p) = +oo for all other <p G Cq,t (see e.g. [6, §5.3]).

Let AAr(r) = (1/N) Y,k=i Xr(0k), where xr(-) is the indicator of the set T c S1,
0k are independent variables uniformly distributed on S1. The action functional

for the family of measures Xn for N —>■ oo is the following:

I(p) = N  sup   (i   f(x)p(dx)-(   exp{/(x)}dx)
/ecsi \Jsl Js1 7

(see, e.g. [6, §9.2]). Given the action functionals for i/e and Ajv() we can compute

with the help of (5.5) that

{
-limlim£lnP<        sup        \n£(t,x)-ip(t,x)\ < 6

610 e|0 [o<t<T, xeS1

= infl /    I(pt)<Pt dt + Sor(p) : ißt, <p),

j   j   h(x + y) pt(dy) <pt dt = $(t, x), 0 < t < T, x G S1 J .

Using the last equality one can evaluate the action functional £~1SV for the field

r)e. The action functional for the field u£(t,x) in the space C[o,t]xs» for £ | 0 has

the form £~1SoT((P) where

SXT(<p) = Si(Y-1<p),

(r~V)(«,x) = >p(t,x) - ^(0,x) - J  (    ^¡X' + f(x,tp(s,x))J ds,

0<t<T.
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3. Consider the problem with perturbations in the boundary conditions

du£(t,x)      r^d2u£      ,,      ..
—^-^ = D—-^ + f{x,u£),        t> 0, \x\ < 1,

(5-6) dt     , dx

-^(t,±l)=£it±,        u£(0,x)=g(x).

Let ç* be independent mean zero Gaussian processes with sufficiently smooth

and quickly decreasing correlation functions B±(t) — E^ç^_T. Due to the per-

turbations in the boundary conditions, transitions of the solution of problem (5.6)

from a neighborhood of a stable solution of the nonperturbed problem into a neigh-

borhood of the other one are also possible. These transitions are caused by the large

deviations of u£(t, x) from the solution of the nonperturbed system. The evaluation

of the corresponding action functional can follow that in §4. Consider the auxiliary

linear problem

(5.7)

dv£{t,x) d2v£
_^=.D_ t>0,\x\<l,

^(i,±l) = e?t±,       «(0,1) = 0.

The solution of problem (5.7) is a Gaussian random field. The action functional for

the field v£(t, x), í G [0,T], x G [—1,1], is expressed through the correlation operator

of this field. The difference w£(t, x) = u£ — v£ is the solution of the problem

dw£      „d2w£      .,     ,       ,.
-1- = D-^T + f(x,v£ + w£),        t>0,   x<l,

dx
(i,±l)=0,        w£(0,x) = g(x).

From (5.8) it follows that the transformations v£ —► w£, and thus v£

are continuous and reversible in a unique way. This permits the action functional

of the field u£ to be expressed via the action functional of v£.

4. Now we briefly touch on the case of the quick oscillating random perturbations

of RDE. Consider the RDE system

(5.9)    d-^A^Dkd^- + fk(u£,çt/e,x),        t>0,

xGS1, uk(0,x) = gk(x), k = l,...,n.

We will not seek generality and suppose that the process ft = ft,., is a Markov

process which is homogeneous in time and has a finite number of states 7Ti(x),...,

ttw(x) G Cgi. The matrix of intensities of transitions will be denoted by Q =

(fti)f:

Qij = hm ^-P{ft+A = TTjIft = -Ki),    i t¿ j,        qa = -   y  qik.
k: kjíi

Let qij > 0 for i / ;'. Then the process ft has a unique stationary distribution

(Ci, • • • ,Qn) — Q- The functions 7Tfc(x) will be looked upon as appropriately smooth,

say, twice continuously differentiable, the same being assumed about fk{u,z) in

addition to their boundedness.
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Under these hypotheses it is not difficult to prove that for g G Cs^(RT) system

(5.9) has a unique solution, provided it is supposed that equations (5.9) are valid at

the points of continuity of ft, and at the points of discontinuity of ft, the functions

uk(t, x) obey the condition of continuity.

We put
TV

7fc(«) = X^fcA(u,7Tfc(z)).
k=l

One can show that limeioUk(t,x) = uk(t,x) uniformly on [0,T] x S1, k =

1,..., n, where the limit functions uk(t, x) are the solution of the system

(5.10) ^ = Dk^-+lk(u),        t> 0, x G S\ uk(0,x) = gk(x).

The proof of this statement can be patterned after that of the averaging principle

in the case of the finite dimensional dynamical systems, provided one takes into

account that under the above hypotheses the functions uk(t, x) and their derivatives

in t and x are uniformly bounded in £. That uk(t, x) and their first- and second order

derivatives in x are uniformly bounded in e is straightforward from the fact that

the functions / and g and their derivatives are bounded. That duk/dt are bounded

follows from equation (5.9) using that \du£k/dx\ and [d2u£k/dx2\ are bounded.

Therefore system (5.9) can be looked upon as the result of small random per-

turbations of system (5.10). One can show that (u£k(t,x) — uk(t,x))/^/£ — Kk(t,x)

converges weakly as £ J. 0 to a Gaussian random field. This is a result of the Central

Limit Theorem type and it is similar to the corresponding assertion on the normal

deviations from the averaged system in the finite dimensional case (see, e.g. [6,

§7.2]). Just as in the finite dimensional dynamical systems with quick-oscillating

random perturbations, the averaging principle is not sufficient for accounting for

the limiting behavior of the system in large time intervals. This is due to the fact

that the averaged equations do not describe the transitions between stable w-limit

sets of the averaged system (in our case it is system (5.10)). If one handles nonran-

dom periodic quick-oscillating perturbations, then such transitions are impossible.

Under random quick-oscillating perturbations the transitions between stable be-

haviors are possible (provided the perturbations are not degenerate in a sense) and

it is these transitions that control the main state of the system. Similar to the case

of additive perturbations, the transitions are described by the limit theorems for

probabilities of large deviations. The action functional for the field u£(t, x), defined

by system (5.9), can be calculated in principle, by following the scheme employed

in the finite dimensional case.

Given a collection a — (ai,..., an) of measures on S1 and ¡p G Cgi (Rn), denote

by X(tp, a), the largest in modulus eigenvalue of the matrix Q^'" — (Qfj'a):

f     "
Qfja = Qij - Sij /    J2 -^'*i)ak{dx),

Jsl fc=l

where 6^ is the Kronecker symbol. It is not hard to verify that the matrix <5^'Q is

the generator of a positive semigroup. Hence it appears that the largest in modulus

eigenvalue of the matrix Q^'" is real-valued and single. As a function of its second
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variable, X(<p,a) is a convex function.   We define the functional L(<p,ß) as the

Legendre transform of X(<p, a) in a:

L(<p,ß) = sup \y /   ßk(x)ak(dx)-X(ip,a)
a \trJsi

ß=(ßi(x),...,ßn(x))eCs,(Rn).

For the field u£(t, x) defined by equation (5.9), the action functional for reasonably

smooth functions tp(t,x), t G [0,T], x G S1, with values in Rn, has the form

£~1Su(<p), where

™=f'(»•£-"£)*•
Here D is a diagonal matrix with elements Dk.

We emphasize that generally speaking the process u\ = u£(t, ■) is not Markovian.

But the couple (ue, ft/e) is a Markov process in Cgi (Rn) x {7Ti(x),..., ttjv(x)}.

Similar constructions can also be arranged in the case where ft is not a Markov

process but possesses sufficiently good mixing properties.

In conclusion I wish to thank Valeria Freidlin for translating this paper into

English.
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